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Short Description

The world's first laser measure to integrate with the Apple iPhone and iPad with free applications.
Outdoor and indoor measuring is simple with screen video point-finder (video on screen targeting).
Designed for the most rugged outdoor real job site use, the D510 meets tough IP65 certification - dust
and waterproof. The Leica DISTO D510 features Bluetooth Smart 4.0, enabling communication with the
latest Apple iPhone and iPad devices. This is a major step in improving the workflow of anyone that
needs to document and exchange data wirelessly from the work site to office.

The intuitive and customizable display of the DISTO D510 has been built using standards from the latest
smartphones. The result: you are up and running in minutes! Even beginners can easily use the most
powerful functions thanks to the on-board help screens.

Measuring outdoors: The Leica Disto D510 joins the Leica Disto D8 and D5 as the only laser measures
that support easy outdoor measuring using the onscreen video targeting system. Any user that has used
a laser measure outside will know the difficulties in seeing the laser on the target. At the press of a
button a clear image appears on the screen allowing the user to quickly and easy pinpoint the target. 3
Levels of digtal zoom, similar to a camera.

Suitable for surveying of flexNAP cable runs prior to installation.
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Description

The world's first laser measure to integrate with the Apple iPhone and iPad with free applications.
Outdoor and indoor measuring is simple with screen video point-finder (video on screen targeting).
Designed for the most rugged outdoor real job site use, the D510 meets tough IP65 certification - dust
and waterproof. The Leica DISTO D510 features Bluetooth Smart 4.0, enabling communication with the
latest Apple iPhone and iPad devices. This is a major step in improving the workflow of anyone that
needs to document and exchange data wirelessly from the work site to office.

The intuitive and customizable display of the DISTO D510 has been built using standards from the latest
smartphones. The result: you are up and running in minutes! Even beginners can easily use the most
powerful functions thanks to the on-board help screens.

Measuring outdoors: The Leica Disto D510 joins the Leica Disto D8 and D5 as the only laser measures
that support easy outdoor measuring using the onscreen video targeting system. Any user that has used
a laser measure outside will know the difficulties in seeing the laser on the target. At the press of a
button a clear image appears on the screen allowing the user to quickly and easy pinpoint the target. 3
Levels of digtal zoom, similar to a camera.

Suitable for surveying of flexNAP cable runs prior to installation.
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